EC505-6S+3S-FG

STANDARD FEATURES

- Effer 505-6S+3S Crane with 92 ft of Reach
- Gierkink GMT 035 Grapple Saw
- Engineered Grapple Connecting Arm
- Scanreco Radio Remote Controller
- Elliptical Shaped Saw Bar
- Grapple Storage Rack
- Quick Disconnect for Hydraulic Hoses at Boom Tip
- Turf Mat Storage Rack
- Cab Guard and Heavy Duty Front Bumper
- Abrasion Resistant Hydraulic Hoses

OPTIONS

- Gierkink GMT 050 Grapple Saw
  - Maximum Felling Diameter: 20 in (50 cm)
  - Weight (Grapple Only): 840 lb (381 kg)
  - Grapple Opening: 48 in (121.92 cm)
  - Grapple Maximum Lift Capacity: 5500 lb (2494.7 kg)
  - Length of Saw Bar: 25 in (63.5 cm)

LOAD CHART

GMT 035 grapple saw offers a 14 inch cutting capacity and complete operation with only four hydraulic lines.

Quick hydraulic disconnect system allows a single operator to connect and disconnect all four hydraulic lines at once.

The grapple storage rack ensures secure transport of the grapple and aids the connection of the grapple to the crane.
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